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Transport growth prospects amid supply chain woes

Supply chains are still a major headache and fuel costs are high, but growth prospects for two US
transport stocks look promising even as broader economic activity slows down thanks to their
consistent margin progress and strong track record for improving return on equity.

On the surface, things don’t look good for America: the US CPI inflation print registered

another eye-watering 41-year high of 9.1 per cent and raises the spectre of the Federal

Reserve having to hike interest rates even more aggressively than the 75 basis points

(0.75 per cent) touted for the end of July.

Look beyond the headlines though and there are always plenty of high quality companies

in America. With the chances of recession rated at around 40 per cent for next year, it is

still right to be cautious for businesses flagged by our recent US quality shares screen,

but these companies deserve a place on a watch-list. Right now it would be foolish to

discount the S&P 500 experiencing another powerful down-leg, but already there are

“baby out with the bathwater” stocks that, even if now isn’t the right time to buy, should

be worth keeping an eye on. - JN

Mettler-Toledo (MTD) – the laboratory scales maker is no household name, but margin

growth has been impressive.

CSX Corporation (CSX) - a railroad company with a track history of improving operating

ratios.

Old Dominion Freight (ODFL) - a trucking company that is “like Burt Reynolds and Jerry

Reed trying to do something that they said couldn't be done”.

Analyst: Neil Wilson
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Mettler-Toledo

Source: Refinitiv

Mettler-Toledo (US:MTD) may not be a household name, but it’s the largest provider of

weighing instruments for laboratories worldwide, has a market cap of $25bn and has

been flagged by our screens for return on equity and margin progression.

It’s not been a happy time for the company’s shares, which have declined by a third this

year, but it’s still not cheap. The company, which is also a leader in product inspection, still

trades at a decent multiple, which has some thinking it could have further to fall before it

looks attractive again. On a trailing 12-month (TTM) basis, the stock’s price-to-earnings is

around 33x, versus around 28 for Shimadzu Corp (JP:7701) and Yokogawa (JP:6841), or

about 24x at AMETEK (US:AME), also a $25bn business.

Jefferson Research, which has a ‘hold’ rating on the stock overall, gives MTD its strongest

rating for both cash flow and income quality, noting both operating and free cash flow

quality improved quarter over quarter. “With an adjusted net income of $174.1mn in the

last quarter that was greater than the reported number, MTD's quality of net income

earnings is extremely high,” analysts at the company write. However, Jefferson did note

that whilst still slapping cash flow with its ‘strongest’ rating, operating cash flow actually

decreased during the last quarter to $90.8mn from $241.1mn, and the ratio of operating

cash flow to earnings also declined.
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On balance, its most recent first quarter earnings were better than expected. Although

the macro environment remains challenging and Covid lockdowns in China have been

a factor – the company’s main manufacturing facilities are in Zhangzhou, which is

about 115 miles outside of Shanghai – it appears to enjoy good momentum and is

executing well.

Reported sales increased 12 per cent compared with the prior year, though a strong

dollar has been a headwind; local currency sales were up 14 per cent. A foreign exchange

adjustment of two percentage points is not small, and should be considered by investors;

perhaps a look at the forex market and consideration of the dollar-renminbi and

euro-swiss franc exchange rates might be useful. For the full year, foreign currency will be

a headwind to adjusted earnings per share (EPS) growth of approximately 3.5 per cent as

compared with the 1 per cent headwind when the company last provided guidance.

Net earnings per diluted share rose to $7.55, compared with $6.32 in the prior year

period. Adjusted EPS was $7.87, an increase of 20 per cent over the prior year amount of

$6.56. This was achieved despite higher costs associated with supply chain and

transportation in the quarter.

The company has also been raising its guidance without seeing any uplift in the stock. In

May, management raised its forecast local currency sales growth estimate for the year

from 7 to 8 per cent. Adjusted EPS guidance was raised to a range of $38.20-$38.50,

which represents a growth rate of 12-13 per cent, compared with previous local adjusted

EPS guidance of $38.15 to $38.50.

Efforts to improve margins seem to be paying off, an attribute that could be attractive to

investors looking for good returns once the market starts to turn a corner. Adjusted

operating margins in the first quarter came in better than expected at 26.9 per cent,

which represents an increase of 70 basis points over the prior year.

“We are very pleased with these results, particularly since our operating profit increased

almost 50 per cent and our margins were up more than 400 basis points in the first

quarter of last year,” explained chief financial officer Shawn Vadala.

Management does expect gross margins to be down slightly in the second quarter due to

higher supply chain and transportation costs, but continues to guide gross margins higher

for the full year. Full-year operating margins on a currency neutral basis are seen rising by

approximately 100 basis points (a basis point or ‘bp’ is a hundredth of one percentage

point).

We should note that a solid quarter is not a fluke. The company has grown its free cash

flow per share at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 22 per cent over the past

five years, against equivalent revenue growth of 8.8 per cent. Share repurchases have

helped, reducing the outstanding float by 12 per cent in five years, and more are planned
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this year. Finally, going back to our screens, management effectiveness cannot be

disputed easily with a TTM return on equity of over 330 per cent, according to data

from Refinitiv.

CSX Corporation

Source: Refinitiv

Rail transportation business CSX Corporation (US:CSX) is producing strong numbers,

but the stock has endured a bad year. So, is this another baby being thrown out with the

bath water, or a justified rerating on slowdown fears? The stock has declined by a fifth this

year, a tad worse than the S&P 500, whilst the Dow Transports index is 15 per cent lower

in 2022.

Second-quarter results just out Wednesday (20 July) were positive with EPS of $0.54

versus around 47¢ expected. Revenue reached $3.82bn for the quarter, increasing 28

per cent year over year, though operating income rose just 1 per cent. On the question of

margins, operating ratio increased to 55.4 per cent year on- ear, though this was a big

improvement from the 62.4 per cent recorded in the prior quarter. The 55.4 per cent

figure included combined headwinds of roughly 450 basis points from the impact of

higher fuel prices and costs relating to the recent acquisitions of Pan Am Railways and

Quality Carriers, a provider of bulk liquid chemicals truck transportation.
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Indeed, margin progression has been steady for years, with the operating ratio down

from around 71 per cent in 2013 to 55 per cent in 2021. And the trend can continue with

management expecting double-digit revenue and operating income growth for the full

year. With sequential volume gains expected and expenses seen fairly flat – not even

assuming a tailing off in fuel costs that will provide a lagged boost – it would be fair to

assume that the company will continue to have some good momentum on the margin

side. Return on equity continues to look healthy, doubling from under 15 per cent in 2017

to nearly 30 per cent today. That places it well above the industry average.

Headwinds include higher fuel costs, lower fertiliser volumes, macroeconomic

uncertainty and especially problems with hiring and retaining staff. Hiring is less a

problem than the attrition rate in new staff. Fixing the staffing shortage will be crucial,

with management saying that  increasing train and engine employee headcount is “the key

factor”  for improved service and network performance.

However, president and chief executive officer Jim Foote remains bullish on the outlook

and says “there is more demand for rail service than what we are able to satisfy”.

Meanwhile, there are clear signs from auto manufacturers that semiconductor challenges

are easing, which is likely to help drive freight volumes going forward. Q2 numbers for the

automotive market were encouraging, with revenues up 24 per cent on a 10 per cent

increase in volume.

The latest earnings call was not screaming recession and major worries about demand.

Instead it was more like early 2022/late 2021 labour shortages and unmet demand.

But not everyone is constructive. High inventory levels are a problem as demand

backslides. If retailers are overstocked, it will reduce demand for freight services until

they destock. Warnings from Target and others around the Q1 earnings season pointed

to concerns.

“Rails have outperformed, with relative valuation improving over the past six months and

earnings growth expectations are the highest. This combination will likely limit relative

performance in a potentially decelerating demand environment,” Citi analyst Christian

Wetherbee wrote in May in a note downgrading CSX, Norfolk Southern (US:NSC) and

Union Pacific (US:UNP) to neutral from buy.

It won’t even require a full-blown recession for rail stocks to underwhelm.

“We are not fully baking in a recession across any of our coverage, but rather an

environment in which the US avoids a recession, but consumer spending pivots

meaningfully toward services and goods are sluggish,” added Wetherbee.
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But other analysts on Wall Street have turned bullish, saying now is the time to strike.

Stifel recently upgraded the stock to buy from hold. “While we are generally making cuts

to estimates on lower growth and higher OR [operating revenue], given the substantial

sell-off in equities and our view for a modest recession impact on the rails, we are

upgrading some of the cheapest names (CSX & NSC) from hold to buy.”

Rail stocks have re-rated and are now trading at significantly "more attractive multiples",

according to Stifel, which says relative to previous cycles railroad stocks ought to be

“better insulated as persistently higher fuel prices should enable share gains over

trucking”. Stifel also notes that rail stocks can take market share from the carload

business being impacted by supply chain congestion. CSX’s geographic footprint is

another positive. Stifel argues that most upside is likely in the East Coast rail companies,

which have seen the largest declines in share prices.

Old Dominion Freight

Source: Refinitiv

Trucking company Old Dominion Freight (US:ODFL) is a bread and butter kind of

transport business. It specialises in ‘less-than-truckload’ (LTL) shipping, which allows

multiple customers to share space on the same truck.
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Shares had declined a tad more than the broader market, shooting around 20 per cent

lower for the year to date. Declining freight rates and rising diesel costs have been the

main story but there are signs for optimism as the stock languishes. A lack of capacity in

LTL and strong operating efficiency and performance by management mean this stock

could be primed for recovery as margins continue to improve. Investors might have been

too ready to conflate declining spot freight rates affecting the full-truck-load market with

LTLs , who historically enjoy much stronger pricing power.

Ahead of its second-quarter results due at the end of July, the company reported revenue

per day increased 26 per cent in May versus the same month last year. This was down to

what we could class as higher volumes and stronger pricing.

Q1 numbers also pointed to not just a stronger overall performance, but particularly

improved operational efficiency, which can command higher multiples. Revenue for the

first quarter increased 32.9 per cent due primarily to a 17.4 per cent increase in LTL

revenue per hundredweight (price) and a 12 per cent increase in LTL tons per day

(volume). This was the fifth straight quarter of double-digit revenue growth.

Over the quarter, the company’s operating ratio improved 320 basis points to 72.9 per

cent (or 27.1 operating margin), a company record for the first quarter. This produced

a seventh straight quarter of double-digit growth in earnings per diluted share.

Improvements in both freight density and yield created operating leverage that allowed

the company to improve in most of the different cost categories as a percentage of

revenue.

Discretionary spending cost control was also a positive factor in lower direct operating

costs and total overhead costs as a percentage of revenue. Staffing costs declined to 45.4

per cent of revenues from 48.4 per cent in the first quarter of 2021, which management

say more than offset higher fuel costs. This came despite an 18.5 per cent rise in full-time

employees during the quarter, indicative of growth plus operational efficiency which

contributes to the sort of margin progression investors want to see.

Wells Fargo upgraded the stock to overweight following a visit at the end of June. Analyst

Allison Poliniak-Cusic said: “We walked away from our meeting more constructive and

confident about the LTL freight environment and ODFL's growth opportunity within that

market." The LTL industry is seen growing three to four times over the longer term, and

she believes an earnings multiple closer to its historic average is likely as the company’s

earnings growth profile is likely to continue to improve on a relative basis.

There has undoubtedly been considerable upheaval in freight markets since Covid,

meaning some of the historical trends have been thrown out of the window.
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Nevertheless, management continues to eye 100 to 150 basis points of operating ratio

improvement each year.

And Old Dominion thinks it could break the 70 per cent operating ratio level in the

second quarter. Speaking on the conference call, management indicated that they should

come in around 70.2 per cent if normal sequential trends prevail. Usually Old Dominion

records 350-400bps improvement between Q1 and Q2, which could imply the operating

ratio moving under 70; but the first quarter – normally the weakest of the year – saw

unusually positive momentum from Q4.

“If we operate anywhere that starts with a six, [if it's] 69.9 per cent, we will certainly be

very excited to see that kind of number,” said chief financial officer Adam Satterfield.

“We're sitting here like Burt Reynolds and Jerry Reed trying to do something that they

said couldn't be done.” And management does think that it can be done. Even if it’s a near

miss and the usual Q4-Q2 trend prevails, they will be happy. “If it comes out that it's

about 70.1  or 70.2 per cent, that's producing very strong profitable growth as well,”

said Satterfield.

Old Dominion has been able to increase revenue per shipment by 5.1 percent on average

in each of the past 15 years, whilst its average cost-per-shipment increase has risen just

3.5 percent. Its return on equity growth is impressive, too, rising from around 6 per cent

in 2009 to almost 33 per cent in 2022, versus an average of around 7 per cent across the

transportation industry. It means ODFL is making more money for every dollar employed

and this should attract attention.

The LTL space is very consolidated, which should favour Old Dominion holding onto

pricing gains more than the fragmented full-truck-load (FTL) market. According to

Morgan Stanley the key for LTLs is whether their EPS gains in 2020-22 were sticky or will

mean revert.

Deutsche Bank thinks they will last due to LTL pricing power and the focus on service:

“We believe the consolidated nature of the LTL market, coupled with the importance

shippers put on service above price, allows the very best LTL operators (i.e. ODFL and

SAIA) to preserve the pricing gains achieved in recent years.”

Even as the American economy heads for what could be a technical recession, it looks as

though Old Dominion is confident of growing revenues, retaining pricing and gaining

more market share.
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